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Voicemeeter banana obs

Photo by Jonathan Farber of Unsplash PSA: This will be a long post intended for those looking for a guide on how to set up voice meat potatoes in OBS for live streaming. What is Voice Meat Potato?Voice Meat Potato is a donation wear created by VB-Audio. This is a virtual audio mixer. Voice meat potatoes are the most advanced of the three mixers: voice meat, banana and
potato. I wrote an article about why you need to use potatoes that you can read here. You can download Voice Meat Potatoes here. To get the most out of the mixer, you also need to download a virtual audio cable. Install them, restart your computer and set them up! Windows Setup First, you need to go to Windows sound settings and set up some things. You can find it by
pressing the Windows key and typing Sound Settings, or by right-clicking on the volume icon in the taskbar. Then click on App Volume and Device Settings at the bottom. Master Output Settings Voice Meet-Up Input (VB Audio Voice Meet This outputs all sounds playing on your computer that are used for virtual input 1 of the Voice Meeter.Master input set to the voice meeter
output (VB-Audio Voicemeeter VAIO). This ensures that all sounds heading towards communication (discord, Skype, TeamSpeak) and recording programs (OBS, boldness) come from voice meet VAIO (Mix B1). This makes you sound great when talking to friends in your stream as well as discord. This seems confusing at first, but if you remember that Voicemeeter is a virtual
mixer, look like you have the physical output of a physical mixer that sends your mix to your computer. Hence the input/output mix above. Spotify (and/or any other app you use to play music) output — Send all music to virtual input 2 of voice meet Aux input (VB-Audio Voicemeeter AUX VAIO) voice meet. From here, you can tell obs all the sounds as a separate mix or leave them
completely from OBS and send them only to speakers and headphones. All other apps you can leave these in the default settings. All apps that use the default settings send and receive sounds to the app selected in the master section. This is usually the sound of the game and the sound of the browser. Search for the VoiceMeeter input (VB-Audio VoiceMeeter VAIO), right-click,
and then select Set as default playback device. Right-click the communication device detection cable input (VB-Audio virtual cable) and select Set as default communication device. This allows all apps used to communicate to send audio to the cable input and to the voice meet hardware input 2.RecordingFind VoiceMeeter output (VB-Audio VoiceMeeter VAIO) and set it as the
default device. This will send the sound that should be sent as a microphone from voice meet VAIO (Mix B1). This is my basic stream settings. There are two types of inputs and outputs: hardware (physical) and virtual. Hardware input is for nothingis physically connected to a computer (a microphone, webcam, and other information that can send audio to the computer). Virtual
audio cables also allow you to use virtual cables to route sounds, make VoiceMeeter think you have more physical input, and create hardware inputs. You can select a device by clicking on the hardware input Select input device. You can double-click hardware input 1 to rename it to your liking. Input 1 is a microphone and input 2 is discord. Just replace these, whatever your voice
software is. On the microphone, select B1 to send to the stream, and under Mismatch, select A1 and B2. Since virtual input 1 is desktop sound, all apps (games, browser sounds, apps) with Default selected as the playback device in Windows settings are Spotify previously selected in this guide in Windows settings. To send a mix to both headphones, select A1 for both. The volume
we adjust here only reflects the volume sent to the headphones, not the OBS, so we're increasing the mixing in OBS. In one of my mixes, I added a third virtual input as the sound of my browser. This is so I can play YouTube videos without being sent to my live stream. In the upper left corner of the output, you can choose the hardware - everything that is physically connected to
the PC. Now select headphones and speakers. What you want to hear on headphones or speakers must be selected on the input channel. The A1 is my headphones and the A2 is my speaker in a different setup. So I can send music to my speakers by hitting the A2 and sending the sound and discord of the game to the headphones. In this way, my family can listen to music
without mixing all the other sounds. The master section (bottom half) has A1-A5 and B1-B3. A1-A5 is all the physical outputs selected in the left corner, and B1-B3 is all Voicemeeter outputs from the sound settings. Check the virtual input to verify its name. I'm sending my microphone by myself on a B1 track, this is to make it easy to mix with OBS. I'm sending Discord as A B2 so
viewers can control whether they can hear my friends talking about discord. Everything I'm sending to the A1 goes directly to my headset. On the Audio tab, copy exactly what you selected in the Device settings. Desktop Audio 1 is my B1 mix, Desktop Audio 2 is my B2 mix.Mic/Auxiliary Audio 1 is my microphone (from Voice Meater), and Microphone/Auxiliary Audio 2 is just a basic
gain slider for Discord.Desktop sound filters. Nothing fancy. Limiter to make sure my desktop sound doesn't exceed that threshold. Compressor sweetens the sound. Sidechain/ducking every time I speak. This prioritizes my voice and makes it clear for my audience. Discord filter a simple gain reduction to make sure my voice truncates my friends during live streaming. And limiters
who take the point I made above even further. Spotify SoundGain slider to slightly reduce volume. Ducking for my microphone as the music goes down every time I speak. Just a volume slider. A limiter to ensure that the music is never too loud. By applying the above filters and settings as I indicated, I have the power to mute, boost, or mix any sound that easily plays, records, or
crosses over to the PC. Your audio quality would be pretty good and your audio controls are great. If you find voicemeeter potatoes too difficult, you can install bananas instead and apply all the same settings. If you think the mix I've shown above is enough for you, bananas are enough. I used bananas at first, but as soon as I started experimenting I stretched them out. My master
mix is a mess for beginners, so it's a story for another time. If you have any questions you can ask them here, hit me on Twitter or just head out during twitch live streams. Author Jack0r Creation Date May 23, 2016 Voice Meat Banana is a robust, powerful and, above all, free software mixer. It is possible to mix all of your in-game audio, discord or Spotify and combine it into a
single source for OBS. Simple and easy to use, how to use Voicemeeter Banana will carry you through the installation and fine tweaks specific to your audio and streaming setup. Related: 5 best webcams for streaming in 2020 Why voicemeeter bananas are the equivalent of audio mixer software that you should use voice voice meat bananas. This feature-rich software allows you
to control and adjust all audio from your gaming PC to the online streaming platform. Whether you stream to Twitch or YouTube, Voicemeeter Banana has all the features you need to craft and create studio quality sounds. Voice meat bananas also have some tricks up their sleeves. Not only does it make the microphone sound a little better, but you can also adjust the in-game
audio to make the sound clearer and more accurate. These are all tools like green screen and top webcam that can greatly help your live streaming potential. Through the process of compression, even games like PUBG, where explosions can overtake enemy foot sounds, can normalize the loudest sounds coming from the game and make sounds with the quietest sounds. This
feature alone gives you a competitive advantage over your opponents. It gives you the ability to hear the footing and placement of enemies, whether there are explosions or noises in the game. Learn how to use Voicemeeter Banana and other cool features: Voice Meat Banana Setup Voice Meat Banana is a VB-audio.com product and along with the software mixer we install, this
requires additional software called virtual audio cable from the same website. This software is paid for by the donation wear model and voicemeeter banana is free, but if you want to install multiple virtual audio cables, as some live streamingIf necessary, you .com VB-audio license. However, the first virtual audio cable is free. The first thing you need to do is go .com VB-audio and
download voicemeeter Banana and virtual audio cable software packages. If you are not open please follow the typical Windows prompt while double clicking on the executable and installing the software, the highlighted section above will show you the three hardware inputs on the Voicemeeter banana and their location. Hardware input 1 is the channel you configure for the
microphone. The second highlighted section is specified for two virtual audio inputs. You can assign different programs here, or use VAIO 1 and AUX Windows in-game audio in combination as output for OBS or Streamlabs OBS captures. The third and final section on the far right is the hardware output. These consist of the speakers or headphones you use and the audio of a
Windows game. VB-Audio.com Voice Meet Banana Audio Network's VBAN Cutesy is a settings tab within voicemeeter banana software that allows you to control and adjust VOIP on your home network between your gaming pc and streaming PC. If you are planning a dual PC streaming setup, this feature is an important step when assigning channels and IP addresses for each
hardware input and virtual audio input to connect the game to the streaming PC. However, if you have set up Voicemeeter Banana for a single PC, continue reading: Voicemeeter Banana configuration The first hardware connection is for microphones. If you are using an XLR microphone, you will also need a USB audio interface or audio mixer. However, if you are using a USB
microphone, you can connect it directly to the motherboard of your gaming PC. Select a microphone from the drop-down menu under the hardware input section 1 &gt; Select a microphone under the hardware input section 1 &gt;&gt;Select the other bus B2 &gt;, head to the upper right area of voicemeeter banana &gt; under the hardware out section &gt;, the current output device
(headphones or speakers) Select . The next step is optional, but many people enjoy the discord controlled by voicemeeter bananas and this requires the aforementioned virtual audio cable. How to connect voice meat banana discord and discord is the most popular games and streaming voice chat programs. Many streamers like to capture both in-game and discord audio, and
Voicemeeter Banana achieves this by adding a virtual audio cable and passing through hardware input 2. It is passed along in-game audio and discord audio via an AUX channel that will later be picked up by OBS.must enable a Windows virtual audio cable that allows Discord to act as a hardware pass-through to the Voicemeeter Banana software mixer. Right-click the Windows
Sound icon on your game PC,Select Sound&gt; Under Output, scroll to the Input section,&gt;Click the drop-down menu and select Voicemeeter Aux Output (VB-Audio Voicemeeter AUX VAIO)&gt; Under App Settings, click Voice Wheel &gt; Under Voice Wheel &gt; &gt; &gt; Select [Audio Conferencing AUX Output],Select VB-Audio Cable AOpen Voicemeeter Banana on game
PC&gt;, Select Hardware Input 2 &gt;&gt;, Hardware Input 2 Section Select Bus A3 in &gt;Under [App Settings],&gt;Select Bus A3 &gt;&gt;Select [Audio &amp; Video],Run mic test&gt;Virtual audio cable is installed and set. Banana, discord and voice conference. You now have the freedom to adjust discord-specific audio, add effects, filters, and gate settings, and interfere with in-
game and streaming-related audio. Voice Meet Banana Voice How to set up OBS on a banana channel: Channel all audio through a series of selectable buses. This is why we see A1, A2, B1, B2. Posted on the opening screen of Voice Meat Banana. Bus A1 directly corresponds to the selected hardware output device A1 to monitor the output audio of headphones or speakers.
With this issue in mind, OBS requires the use of the Voicemeeter banana AUX section of the virtual input. This allows Voicemeeter Banana to essentially mix selected audio buses and export them through the AUX channel. The audio is connected via a voice meat banana on bus A1 and passed to OBS from the voice meeter VAIO AUX channel. Connect voice meat bananas and
OBS Windows default audio uses VAIO input and output in Voicemeeter Banana and must be set first to head directly to OBS. Open Voicemeeter Banana &gt; on the game PC and select bus A1 under VAIOOpen OBS in Voice Meet &gt; Click Settings &gt;, click Settings and select Settings &gt;&gt;, Audio section Select &gt;, select the audio section and the microphone/auxiliary
voice meet &gt; voice meet AUX output (VB-Audio Voice Voicemeeter Banana VAIO) voice meet banana was set to route audio from the game PC to the OBS streaming software. This means that all audio and discord chats in the game are passed to the OBS mixer before each hit twitch or YouTube's injest server. Related: Voice Meat Banana's 2020 Noise Gate and two
additional features that come with the best streaming software voice meat bananas for compressors, these are noise gates and compressors. To get the most out of these, you need to play and find the right settings to suit your personal settings. Unfortunately, there is no one sizeAs everyone has a different microphone, keyboard, barking dog, etc., here are all the solutions, but
you can explain each of these external noises by learning how to make the most of the benefits by using these features effectively. Voice Meat Banana Noise Gate This is simply called voicemeeter banana software gate and appears above the volume slider for each channel. What this feature does effectively increases the activation sensitivity of the voice - the amount of sound
decibels needed to trigger the voice meaty banana accepts audio input from your microphone. This is very useful when the mechanical keyboard is particularly large and you don't want to capture it, or in noisy streaming environments, large fans, and other ambient noise situations. Adjusting the gate settings can be very helpful, eliminating annoying backgrounds and ambient
sounds. Gate settings are particularly sensitive, so it's a good idea to adjust 1dB at a time until you find the output you need for your streaming environment. Voice Meat Banana Compression Compressor is a feature that limits the audio range and thus makes the quietest sounds and even the loudest sounds for each other. This is an effort to make the overall sound smoother and
tougher on our ears. This is used with great effect to help clipping, but it can also increase ambient or background sounds that may be rebellious in leveraging the aforementioned noise gates. By using a compressor in Voicemeeter Banana, you can smooth out the audio from in-game sources and hear better footprints while explosions and other in-game audio are happening. This
can give you a tremendous competitive advantage while your opponent has to deal with disproportionate audio where many competitive games like PUBG are widely known. Adjust the compressor knob with minor adjustments, as well as the gate knob from the upper section. It is very sensitive and if you do not take precautions, you can make wild variations on your sound.
However, this gives you the flexibility to control, adjust and create audio specific to your competitive gaming needs. If used correctly, this is definitely a powerful tool. Cantabile VSAper VST Some streaming settings may require a unique combination of both noise gate functionality and compression. There have been some known long-standing issues from trying to get voice meat
bananas to control both of these features. There is a lot of scrutiny paid to Voicemeeter Banana, which is a drawback, and some prefer to use other programs to achieve noise gate and compression features. The current common solutions are two software programs, cantabile and reeper VST. But to elaborate on the details about these two free programs will be a completely
different article, you can peek into this video to get goodHow they work together, but foretold, it is about an hour long and designed for advanced users. Related: Dual PC streaming setup guide Voice Meat Banana and EQ Settings Voice Meat Banana, with additional features called EQ, are easily found buttons on the front of the UI. The graphical audio equalizer allows you to
change and adjust the frequency range from 20hz to 20kHz, providing options for improving the audio signal from the microphone. The graphical equalizer presented in Voicemeeter Banana works similarly to the Intellipan option on the front page of the UI, but provides finer details about which frequencies can be adjusted. This gives you the opportunity to adjust the sound based
on this from the proper frequency of your own voice. Here are the high-level guidelines for the frequencies you want to adjust. Under 80hz, these frequencies are not in the vocal range &gt; down the dial &gt; can boost slightly at 80hz to 200hz, this will add bass or warmth to your voice &gt; You can leave relatively flat, there is no adjustment required for most users 5 khz to 9 k
&gt;hz adjustment This range adjustment is also known as the sibilance range, which is key to certain vocal vocal patterns, S and T are sharper, but the more vocal clarity current Sweetwater, an online retailer of many audio products, has a section dedicated to educating viewers on several topics. They offer super handy cheat sheets that give you a deeper understanding of the
critical frequencies of the vocal range and how this relates to other instruments. Learn more here. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT Voice Meat Bananas What Do Voice Meat Bananas Do? This allows you to take audio from multiple sources and mix it into a single output. Perfect for gamers, live streamers and audio professionals, this is a very powerful and easy-to-
use tool that anyone can download and install. Install.
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